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Course Overview
Course Objectives
By the end of this course, you will be able to describe:
Describe PeopleSoft Payroll (U.S.).
Define and maintain payroll specific tables.
Define steps to process payroll.
Create paysheets.

Agenda: Day 1
On day one, we will provide an overview of Payroll and discuss these topics:
Business Process Overview
Setting Up Basic Tables
Maintaining Payroll Data
Setup of Payroll Process

Agenda: Day 2
On day two, we will discuss these Payroll topics:
Additional Payroll Functionality
Calculating Pay
Check / Direct Deposit Processing
Ledger Integration and Reporting
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Chapter 1 – Payroll Overview
Payroll provides the tools to calculate earnings, taxes, and deductions efficiently; maintain balances;
and report payroll data while minimizing the burden on IT managers and payroll staff.
With Payroll, you can design the payroll system to meet your organization’s specific requirements.
Provide the system with some basic information about the types of balances that you want to maintain,
how you want to group the workforce, and when you want to pay them. You can define and establish
earnings, deductions, taxes, and processes that fit your unique business needs. The payroll system
enables you to calculate gross-to-net or net-to-gross pay, leave accruals, and retroactive pay. You can
automatically calculate imputed income for group-term life insurance and process unlimited direct
deposits.

Payroll Business Processes
Payroll supports the following business processes:
Set Up and Maintain Core Payroll Tables
Core payroll tables are the tables that are required to implement the Payroll application, including
organization tables, compensation and earnings tables, deduction tables, pay calendar tables,
garnishment tables, vendor tables, general ledger interface, tax tables, retroactive processing, and tip
allocation.
Set Up and Maintain Employee Pay Data
Employee pay data includes personal data, job data, benefits data, federal, state/provincial, and local
tax information, general and benefit deductions, additional pay, garnishments, savings bonds, and
direct deposits.
Process the Payroll
The basic steps of payroll processing are: create paysheets, pay calculation, pay confirmation, and
generate checks and direct deposits. You can employ audit reports and data review pages to verify and
correct the results of each step before moving on. You can also review and adjust employee balances.
Post to General Ledger
Use the integration with PeopleSoft Enterprise General Ledger and Enterprise One General Ledger to
transfer the expenses and liabilities incurred from a pay run to the General Ledger application.
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Pay Taxes
Use the integration with PeopleSoft Enterprise Payables to transmit tax data to the Payables
application for automatic payment to tax authorities.
Pay Third Parties
Use the integration with Payables to transmit employee and employer deductions such as
garnishments and benefit deductions to the Payables application for automatic payment to third
parties.
Produce Reports
Payroll provides dozens of reports to help you monitor payroll processing and comply with regulatory
and tax reporting requirements. You can view reports online or print hard copies. You can also tailor the
reports to fit the special needs of your organization.

Payroll for North America Integrations
Payroll integrates with these PeopleSoft applications:

Supplemental information about third–party application integrations is located on the PeopleSoft
Customer Connection website.
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With PeopleSoft’s product integration technology, the system can:
Retrieve an employee’s social security number (or social insurance number) and address from the
PeopleSoft Human Resources application.
Retrieve the benefit plans for which an employee is eligible from the PeopleSoft Human Resources
Base Benefits business process for processing.
Load computed absence results from PeopleSoft Absence Management to paysheets for processing.
Retrieve funding source information for earnings and fringe costs from the PeopleSoft Human
Resources Manage Commitment Accounting business process.
Transmit employee pay data to PeopleSoft Enterprise ePay for online access by employees. Retrieve
online employee changes to direct deposit information, voluntary deductions, W-2 reissue requests,
and federal W-4 tax information from ePay.
Load data from monetary awards and non-monetary/non-stock awards from the variable
compensation business process within PeopleSoft Human Resources to paysheets for processing.
Load approved employee referral award amounts from the Talent Acquisition Manager application to
paysheets for processing.
Load time and labor data, such as payable time, from the PeopleSoft Enterprise Time and Labor
application to paysheets for processing.
Load refund information and tax data from the PeopleSoft Enterprise Stock Administration
application to paysheets for processing.
Load approved employee advance and expense reimbursement amounts from the PeopleSoft
Enterprise Expenses application to paysheets for processing.
Load refund credit balances to students, customers, or external organizations onto paysheets for
processing. These refund credit balances are transmitted to Payroll by PeopleSoft Student
Administration.
Transmit employee and employer deductions, such as taxes, garnishments, and benefit deductions,
to the PeopleSoft Enterprise Payables application for automatic payment to third parties.
Transmit the expenses and liabilities incurred from a pay run to the General Ledger application.
Validate payment requests from PeopleSoft Enterprise Sales Incentive Management (SIM), transmit a
message identifying invalid transactions, load valid transactions to paysheets, and publish a payment
notification message to the SIM application after payroll is processed and confirmed.
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Chapter 2 – Setting Up Payroll Tax Tables
The PeopleSoft Enterprise Payroll tax tables store tax information that the system requires to calculate
and report taxes. PeopleSoft provides and maintains most of the payroll tax tables.
Payroll delivers tax data for all federal and state or provincial taxing entities and almost all localities.
Should you need a locality that PeopleSoft does not yet support, you can add and maintain entries using
the tax pages. If you need to make a change or addition to the standard tax information delivered with
the system, you are responsible for maintaining the change until it is incorporated into PeopleSoftmaintained tax tables. After you notify us of the missing locality, PeopleSoft will add it to our standard
system and maintain it for you in subsequent versions.
You are responsible for completing the tax tables that contain data specific to your company.
Note: The pages for Federal/State Tax, Taxable Gross Definition, and Canadian Tax tables reference more
than one table.

Working with U.S. Tax Tables
Some U.S. tax tables are maintained by PeopleSoft, others are maintained by the employers.
PeopleSoft-Maintained Tables
These are the PeopleSoft-maintained tables for U.S. employers:
Federal/State Tax and Local Tax tables, which contain rates and other constants used in the
calculation of most forms of taxes for U.S. federal, state, and local taxing entities.
State and Local Tax Reciprocity tables, which define reciprocal taxing rules between states and
localities, and other rules for determining tax liabilities for multiple jurisdictions.
Taxable Gross Definition table, which identifies differences between states or localities and the
federal government in the definition of taxable wages.
PeopleSoft delivers sample taxable gross component IDs for Group Term Life (GTL), Section 125
(125), domestic partner benefits (DPB), Health Savings Accounts (HSA), and Health Savings Account
employer contributions (HSR).
SWT Marital Status table, which defines the valid tax marital status codes for each state.
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Employer-Maintained Tables
U.S. employers must set up and maintain the following tables:
Tax Location table, which contains the work locations for which you process payroll and taxes.
Company State Tax and Company Local Tax tables, which store tax identification numbers,
unemployment and disability experience rates, and general ledger codes for the states and localities
for which your company collects and pays taxes.
Tax Reporting Parameters table, which controls the execution of many of your quarterly and annual
tax reports and specifies data needed for magnetic media filing.

Viewing Federal and State Tax Tables
Use the Federal/State Tax Table pages to view the tax data PeopleSoft Payroll for North America
uses to calculate U.S. federal, state, and certain local taxes. These pages supply the following
information:
Identify the general type of withholding tax calculation employed by each jurisdiction and provide all
the constants needed by the calculation routines for income tax withholding and unemployment and
disability taxes.
Contain the wage bracket tax rate data used by the taxing authorities for implementing graduated
taxes.
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Viewing Standard Deductions, Allowance Amounts, and Supplemental Taxes
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, TAX TABLE, GENERAL

Tax Table -General page
Note: You shouldn’t need to modify this table, but if you must, you can make changes if you have the
appropriate security authorization. This applies to all pages in this component.
State Tax Calculation Type

Indicates the type of withholding tax calculation required by the state.

FWT Credit

This check box indicates whether credit is given for FWT during
calculation of state income tax withholding.

Non-Resident Declaration

This check box indicates whether the state requires a Non-Resident
Declaration for non-resident employees.

Allow Withholding

This check box indicates whether the state allows a reduction amount to
be computed in the state withholding calculation. Currently, this only
applies to Connecticut.

FICA Credit

This check box indicates whether credit is given for FICA during
calculation of state income tax withholding.
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Supplemental Method
Paid With Regular Wages

PeopleSoft delivers the required selection: Aggregate − No Annualize,
Aggregate, Aggregate-No Tax else Percent, Non-Resident Supplemental,
Not Applicable, Percent of Taxable Gross, Special Table with
Exemptions, and Special Table.

Separate Payment

PeopleSoft delivers the required selection: Aggregate − No Annualize,
Aggregate, Aggregate-No Tax else Percent, Non-Resident
Supplemental, Not Applicable, Percent of Taxable Gross, Special Table
with Exemptions, and Special Table.
Note: For Arizona, the system uses Percent of FWT method, even though
the value shown in this field is Percent of Taxable Gross.
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Viewing Special Tax Amounts
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, TAX TABLE, SPECIAL TAX AMOUNTS

Special Tax Amts page

Special Tax Amount

Special Tax Amount 5

State Statutory Minimum
Hourly
Report Neg Wages
State Tips W/H Threshold
Tax Reporting
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This field is used to store parameters or values
used in withholding tax calculations for the
selected state or federal jurisdiction.
When the selected state is Federal ($U), the
amount displayed is the amount that the
system adds to the annualized wages of the
nonresident alien (NRA) solely for purposes of
NRA tax withholding calculation. This amount
does not add to the employee’s federal
taxable gross balance.
The system uses this field to calculate tip
credit to pay overtime for tipped employees.
The minimum hourly rate required by that
state appears here.
Options are include or separate.
This field appears if the value in the State field
is $U.
Options include Annual, Monthly, or
Quarterly.
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Delay Withholding for Tips

On this page, this check box refers to state
income tax.

Employee Detail Required

This field is informational only and indicates
whether a state requires the quarterly
reporting of individual employee wage data.
All states currently require such reporting.
This check box is selected if the state
recognizes common paymaster status
between companies for purposes of state
unemployment insurance taxes.

Use Common Pay Master
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Viewing Wage Bracket Rate Information
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, TAX TABLE, RATES

Rates page
Tax Status

The appropriate Federal/State tax status (Married, Single, etc.)

Low Gross

The minimum taxable gross for the bracket.

Low Tax

The tax to be withheld on the corresponding minimum gross.

Tax Rate

The rate to be applied until the next bracket is reached.

Credit Amount

Not currently used by PeopleSoft Payroll.
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Viewing Additional Rate Information
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, TAX TABLE, ADDITIONAL RATES
Tax Class

Tax classes identify different taxes that share
certain characteristics. EMST represents
Emergency and Municipal Service Tax (EMST)
for Pennsylvania employees.

Calculation Type

Options are % Tax Grs, %ER Wage, and N/A.

Tax Base
Tax Rate

Delay W/H for Tips

Self Adjust (self-adjusting)

Max Tax (maximum tax)

EE/ER Both
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Options are Disability, Unemployment, and
Withholding.
The tax rate for employer unemployment or
disability contributions is blank on this page.
The rate used during payroll calculations
comes from the Company State Tax table.
On this page, this check box is selected or
cleared for each additional tax the state may
impose.
This check box is for information only.

If there is an annual limit on a particular type
of tax, such as Pennsylvania’s emergency and
municipal service taxes, enter that limit
amount here.
This field indicates whether a tax is paid by the
employee, paid by the employer, or paid in
equal matching amounts by both.
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State Unemployment Insurance (SUI) Tax
You must make sure that the unemployment insurance taxable gross and tax balances transferred
during the conversion process are consistent with the unemployment tax rates that have been
entered for each quarter on the Company State Tax Table page.
Warning! If these amounts are not consistent and in balance, the system will either charge or refund
additional unemployment tax amounts to account for the difference in the quarterly unemployment
insurance tax balances.

Viewing Local Tax Tables
The local Tax Table component (LOCAL_TAX_TABLE) displays information used when the system
calculates local withholding tax. In this table, each locality is assigned a code of up to ten characters.
Typically this is how these codes are assigned:
For Pennsylvania municipalities and school districts: an eight or nine character code based on codes
assigned in the official Pennsylvania local tax register.
For municipalities in states other than Pennsylvania: a five-character Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS) code.
For counties: a three-digit county number.
For Ohio school districts: a four-digit district number.

Maintaining Tax Localities
For each locality that PeopleSoft supports, we maintain the entries for that locality in the following
tables:
Local Tax Table.
Local Tax Reciprocity table (if applicable).
Taxable Gross Definition table (if applicable).
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Viewing Local Tax Jurisdiction Information Associated with a Locality Code
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, LOCAL TAXES, TAX
TABLE

Local Tax Table1 page
Maintenance Responsibility All entries that we supply are marked as the maintenance responsibility of
PeopleSoft. However, if you add a locality to this table, the system marks it
as your maintenance responsibility.
Local Jurisdiction

Reserved for future use.

Partial District Indicator

This check box is selected to indicate a Pennsylvania municipality that is coterminus with multiple school districts, meaning the boundary of the
municipality overlaps the boundaries of multiple school districts.

Locality Name

The municipality name from the register (except for school district
entries, which are school district name). Combined jurisdictions have the
appendage M+SD.

Other Locality Name

For Pennsylvania localities, combined entries display the school district
name.

School District Code

For Pennsylvanian localities, the appropriate school district code appears
here.
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Viewing the Method to Calculate Local Withholding Taxes
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, LOCAL TAXES, TAX
TABLE

Local Tax Table2 page
Local Tax Calculation Type

Indicates the calculation method used to determine the amount of local
income tax withheld.

Withhold On Work

When this check box is selected for a locality, only wages earned in that
locality are considered taxable for residents of the locality. No resident
tax is withheld from wages paid for work performed outside of the
locality.

Graduated Tax Table Code

This option takes effect if the locality requires that tax tables be
referenced during calculation, as do New York City, Yonkers, and
Maryland counties.

Tax Rate
Resident

This field displays the tax rate for residents of the locality.

Nonresident

This field displays the tax rate for nonresidents in the locality.
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Entering a Locality’s Tax Reporting Requirements
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, LOCAL TAXES, TAX
TABLE

Local Tax Table3 page
Tax Reporting

Displays the interval required by the locality for tax reporting, Monthly,
Quarterly, or Annual.

Important! If you add a locality, you are responsible for maintaining the entries on these tables for the
new locality until PeopleSoft incorporates it into a tax update. Contact your Global Support Center if you
discover any localities not listed or any errors so we can include the addition or correction in the next
PeopleSoft Payroll Tax Update.
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Managing Tax Reciprocity
This section discusses how to:
View state tax withholding reciprocity rules.
View local tax reciprocity rules.
View reciprocal agreements between work localities.
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, STATE TAX RECIPROCITY TABLE

State Tax Reciprocity Table page
SUT Credit when employee transfers to residence state
When selected, this check box indicates that, for unemployment tax purposes, the (residence) state
allows credit against its state unemployment taxable wage base for wages paid to an employee in
another state.
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Reciprocity Rule
This field displays the rule applied to the residence/ employment state combination.
Although the employee’s residence state may require withholding on all wages paid to the employee,
many states provide credit for taxes paid by their residents to another state. Many other examples of
reciprocity agreements also exist between states. Under these agreements, wages earned in a work
state that has an agreement with the residence state are taxed by, and taxes withheld are submitted to,
the employee’s residence state.

Viewing Local Tax Reciprocity Rules
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, TAX TABLE
REPORTS, STATE RECIPROCITY RULES

Local Tax Reciprocity Table page
Note: Additional rules are not visible in the graphic illustration.
When the residence locality differs from the employment locality, the system calculates both taxes and
applies the reciprocity rule from this table to produce the correct net withholding for the employee in
each locality.
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Res Loc (residence locality)
The ID corresponding to the employee’s locality of residence. This table does not identify every
residence/employment combination, because most localities in a given state follow the same rule. The
table entry for the default value, $DFLT, is used when there is no individual entry. Any exceptions require
separate entries and act as overrides.
Empl Loc (employment locality)
The ID corresponding to the employee’s locality of employment. This table does not identify every
residence/locality combination, because most localities in a given state follow the same rule. The table
entry for the default value, $DFLT, is used when there is no individual entry. Any exceptions require
separate entries and act as overrides.
Reduce by x Percent
The maximum portion of the work locality’s tax rate which can qualify as a credit against the resident
locality’s withholding.
Credit Limit Rate
The maximum portion by which the resident locality’s tax rate can be reduced by a credit for the work
locality’s withholding.
Reciprocity Rule
Displays the rule applied to the residence/ employment locality combination.
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Viewing Reciprocal Agreements Between Work Localities
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, LOCAL TAXES, TAX
RECIPROCITY TABLE

Work Locality Reciprocity page
State of Other Jurisdiction
The state of other jurisdiction for each record represents the state of the primary local tax
jurisdiction. That is, the state of the local tax jurisdiction whose tax must be withheld in full.
Locality of Other Jurisdiction
This represents the primary tax jurisdiction. That is, the jurisdiction whose tax must be withheld in full.
Reduce Percent
Where allowed, this represents a percent of other jurisdiction withholding to be credited toward the
withholding amount required by the locality of employment. This is not always 100%. PeopleSoft
displays the percent of credit reduction allowed.
Reciprocity Rule
This field displays the rule applied to the residence/ employment locality combination.
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Updating the Taxable Gross Definition Table
Taxing jurisdictions may have different rules as to whether a given type of earnings or deduction should
be taxed, and whether or not the tax should be withheld at the time of payment. The Taxable Gross
Definition table defines the taxability for specific earnings or deduction types that must be treated
differently at the state or local level than at the federal tax level. It also enables you to specify whether
the state and local income tax withholding follows the same rules as federal withholding.
Taxability
PeopleSoft Payroll tracks these differences in taxability by documenting where the taxable wage
definition of a particular jurisdiction differs from a standard definition for the following basic payroll tax
types:
Withholding
Unemployment
Disability
For each of these tax types, certain earnings and deductions are taxable at the state or local level, while
others are not. What is taxable differs for each tax, so we have a separate standard definition for each
type. Because most states and localities follow federal guidelines for taxing earnings, we use Federal
income tax withholding, Federal unemployment, and FICA as the standard taxes from which to develop
these rules.
The system automatically maintains federal taxable grosses, FWT, FICA, and FUT, based on entries
in the Earnings table and Deduction table:
PeopleSoft uses the FUT gross as the starting point for SDI because most states do not publish any
separate definition of subject wages for SDI. Instead, states treat the definition of wages for SDI
purposes as the same as the definition of wages for SUI purposes. Since SUI wages are based on FUT
wages, and SDI subject wages are the same as SUI wages, FUT is the starting point for determining both
SUI and SDI wages.
You can override or establish exceptions to the federal definitions of taxable gross for the following
taxable grosses:
State withholding
State unemployment
State disability
Local withholding
When a state or locality declares that taxability of a certain earnings or deduction is different from one
of these federal standards, a rule must be placed in the Taxable Gross Definition table indicating the
deviation. The system uses the rules stored in the Taxable Gross Definition table to adjust the taxable
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gross for the states and localities that deviate from the federal norm.

Withholding
When you set up earnings and taxable benefits that are federally taxable, you specify whether or
not that amount should also be subject to federal income tax withholding using:
The Subject to FWT field on the Earnings Table -Taxes page.
The Withhold FWT field on the Deduction Table – Tax Effect page.
Use the Withholding Follows Fed Rules (withholding follows federal rules) field on the Taxable Gross
Definition Tbl page (TAXGR_DEFIN_TBL) to specify whether the state and local income tax withholding
follows the same rules as federal withholding.
Note: You must create a Taxable Gross Definition table entry when you want to stop state or local
income tax withholding on a particular earnings or taxable benefit. This is true regardless of whether or
not the state or locality follows the federal rule for including the amount in taxable income, and
regardless of whether or not you have selected to withhold federal income tax on the earnings or
taxable benefit.
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Setting Up a Taxable Gross Definition
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, TAXABLE GROSS DEFINITION

Taxable Gross
Taxable Gross

Base Gross

Select Disability, Unemployment, or Withholding to identify the type
of taxable gross you’re defining.
Select either FUT (Federal Unemployment Tax) for
unemployment and disability, or FWT (Federal Withholding
Tax) for withholding. (FICA is not currently used as a base
gross.)

Adjustment to Base Gross
This scroll area lists the specific components for which adjustments are necessary.
Taxable Gross Component

The taxable gross component ID you specify must be unique in what
it represents (for example, 401K, GTL, 125, and so forth). If it is not
unique, it can cause the taxable grosses to be incorrect.

Withholding Follows Federal Rules This check box is selected by default. Clear it if the withholding
associated with the taxable gross component ID does not follow the
same rules as federal withholding.
This check box appears only if you select Withholding in the
Taxable Gross field.
Tax Gross Effect

This field controls the effect on the gross. It can either add to
the gross, subtract from it, or have no effect.

Plan Type and Deduction Code

Some states do not recognize certain before-tax benefits
deductions. They require specific before-tax deductions to be
included in taxable gross wages. Use these fields to identify such
plans to the system by plan type and deduction code on the Taxable
Gross Definition record for the applicable states.
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Establishing UI Report Codes
Information you enter on the UI Report Code Table page works with the Multiple Worksite Report
(TAX004) to link a tax location code to a UI report code. When you add an entry to the UI Report Code
table, the system prompts you to enter the company code and the location code of the site you want to
establish for reporting worksite information to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Setting Up UI Report Codes
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, UI REPORT CODE TABLE

UI Report Code Table page
UI Report Code
Enter the code you have received from the state for this site.
Employer ID Ext (employer ID extension)
This field is available for data entry when the tax location state is MI or MN. ID extension) Enter the
employer ID extension for reporting multiple worksite data.
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Establishing Standard Occupational Classifications
NAVIGATION: SET UP HRMS, PRODUCT RELATED, PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, FEDERAL/STATE
TAXES, U.S. SOC TABLE
Standard Occupational Classification Code
The codes established here are used in the reports Quarterly State Employee Wage Listing for Alaska
(TAX002AK) and Quarterly UI Wage Tape for Alaska (TAX810AK). These reports correspond to Alaska’s
quarterly Employer’s Report of Wages for Each Employee form.
Note: Use the Job Code table to link Standard Occupational Classification codes with particular job
codes in your organization. If your organization has employees in both Alaska and Wyoming, you must
set up unique job codes for these two states because the SOC codes on this table are used differently
in these two states.

Specifying Parameters for Quarterly Tax Reporting
Defining Parameters for Quarterly Tax Reporting
NAVIGATION: PAYROLL FOR NORTH AMERICA, U.S. QUARTERLY PROCESSING, DEFINE QUARTERLY TAX
REPORTING, TAX REPORTING PARAMETERS, QUARTERLY TAX REPORTING PARMS

Balances for Year

The value you enter here defines the reporting period.

Balances for Quarter

The value you enter here defines the reporting period.
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Electronic Mag Media Rpt Parms
Transmitter ID

Enter the Company ID of the company transmitting W-2s for tax reporting.
This is used in a multi-company environment when a single company acts
as the transmitter for all companies in the organization.

Computer Manufacturer

Enter the name of the manufacturer, such as IBM, Compaq, or Digital that
makes the computer you use to create the magnetic media (such as
diskette or tape) for tax reporting.

Organization Type

Select Government or Other

Type of Employment

Select Agriculture, Federal, Medicare Qualified Government Employee,
Military, Railroad, or Regular (All Others).

Recording Code

Select ASCII or EBCDIC

Tape Label

Select the type of tape label.

Tape Density

Select the tape density.

Blocking Factor

Enter the blocking factor.
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